Background: Houston Ship Channel TREES Program (formerly Port of Houston TREES program) is a multi-year, multi-partners collaborative program by Houston Wilderness, Port Houston, Houston Health Department, Buffalo Bayou Partnership, and multiple municipalities and private business along the Houston Ship Channel and Galveston Bay that is focused on enhanced ecosystem services through targeted large-scale tree plantings. The HSC TREES Program is accomplished through a comprehensive tree inventory and installation of thousands of native trees along Lower East Buffalo Bayou, and 25 miles of the Houston Ship Channel, using targeted native tree species, GIS-based data mapping, and avian analysis.

Goals & Impacts: The Port of Houston landscape is distributed over a 25-mile long chain of land areas that are utilized for storage and active port operations but still provide significant green spaces. The HSC TREES Program identified the number and species of trees that already existed and now targets locations along the Ship Channel where additional native trees can be planted. The ability to conduct a comprehensive inventory of a large-scale riparian corridor allowed the program partners to analyze and value this riparian ecosystem more effectively and gain valuable insight into the impacts of the ecosystem services and how to enhance them.

A GIS-based database tracks the trees inventoried, and the number and tree species planted. Houston Wilderness staff researched, calculated and ranked the ecosystem services values associated with native tree species in our region. Based on these rankings, the top 17 “Super Tree” species are targeted for large-scale plantings along the riparian corridor. These native Super Tree species were ranked in priority based on their respective levels of air pollution absorption (GHGs), water absorption and carbon sequestration. Large-scale native Super Tree plantings provide a multitude of ecosystem services - increased air & water quality, erosion control, phytoremediation and habitat enhancement. For more information, please see Houston Wilderness website: https://houstonwilderness.org/houston-ship-channel-trees-program

Project Breakdown: Phase 1, 2 and 3 are divided into 5 different sections throughout the 25 miles Houston Ship Channel riparian corridor. To date, over 30,904 native trees have been planted under this Program with many more planned in 2021-2025. The Houston Ship Channel TREES program will be particularly impactful to the natural environment and human health and welfare in the industrial and residential areas along the Houston Ship Channel.

Phase 1: Port Houston-owned properties
Phase 2: Private landowners along Port Houston
Phase 3: Public properties along the Houston Ship Channel
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